Spellbinders Christmas Blooms Glimmer Card

Technique: die cutting/glimmer foiling  
Level: Beginner/Intermediate

TIME: 30 minutes or less

STAMPS: None

INKS: None

ACCESSORIES:
- Platinum 6 Die Cutting Machine
- Spellbinders Christmas Blooms Dies
- Spellbinders Glimmer Hot Foil Machine
- Spellbinders Pinstripe Bracket
- Card Builder Glimmer Foil plates
- Spellbinders Christmas Sentiments Dies
- Spellbinders Gold Mix Color Essentials Gems
- Foam Squares

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER:
- Spellbinders White Card base
  - 5-1/4 x 8-1/2 score and fold at 4-1/4 – Card Base
  - 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – Glimmer Foil Border Overlay
  - 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut poinsettias
- Spellbinders Waterfall
  - 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – Glimmer foil card front
  - 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut branches
- Mirror Gold
  - 4-1/4 x 5-1/2 – die cut leaves and pine cones

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Glimmer Foil machine and the Pinstripe Bracket and Card Builder plates along with the polished brass glimmer foil to create the card front pieces.
2. Die cut the border and then overlay to create the finished card front.
3. Attach to a top folding white A2 card base.
4. Die cut the flowers, leaves, branches and pinecones
5. Use the Bearly Art Glue to attach all the pieces to the top white portion of the card
6. Die cut the sentiments from the Mirror Gold card stock.
7. Use the Bearly Art Glue to attach them to the bottom of the card.

Happy Stamping
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